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Cover Legend: Bottom Left and immediately above: Rapid CPE in HAdV-2 infected NMuMG-Fucci cells. NMuMG-Fucci cells 
were mock infected HAdV-12 with 10 FFU/cell. At indicated h pi, cells were monitored using a ﬂ uorescence-detecting microscope. Red 
signal indicate cells in G1 phase and green signal indicates progression into S-G2.  See article by Wu et al in this issue for more details. 
Top and bottom center/right: Localization of RCK/p54, core and lipid droplets during JFH-1 infection. Localization of RCK/p54, HCV 
core and lipid droplets in JFH-1 infected Huh7 cells 3 days p.i. Bodipy 493/503- was used to stain lipid droplets, and images were acquired 
with a Zeiss LSM5 confocal microscope.
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